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Abstract—We here report on the development of an 
improved dual-gridded electron gun based on a carbon 
nanotube cold cathode that enhances electron beam 
transparency and reduces grid interception and loss 
pathways. Compared with microscale tip Spindts, the 
dual-gridded construction decreases challenges 
associated with nanomaterial growth, fabrication, and 
assembly. Our experimental findings show that this 
dual-gridded CNT electron gun can support anode output 
currents (cathode emission current) of up to 700 mA, with a 
beam-transparency of up to ~100% and a compression 
ratio of 1/19. A beam spot of uniform brightness is obtained 
and the radius of the beam spot is 1.5 mm. In addition, our 
studies show that the device can operate at 1/100 duty 
cycle continuous pulse with a stable current of around 
100mA over 100 h.  

 
Index Terms— Carbon nanotube (CNT), cold cathode, 

electron gun, field emission, high-beam-transparency.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LECTRON-OPTICAL systems are a core technology within 

almost every vacuum electron radiation source (VERS), 

though their design and effective integration remains 

challenging[1-5]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been proven 

to function as a near ideal field electron emission (FE) cold 

cathode source [6-8] due to their room-temperature operation, 

instantaneous switch-on, ability to support large emission 

current densities, ease of nanoscale self-assembly, and ever 
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decreasing and increasingly competitive production costs 

[9-16]. However, several integration challenges continue to 

restrict the development of carbon nanotube (CNT) cold 

cathode VERS, such as the effective and scalable integration of 

CNT based electron emitters into macroscopic devices [17-19]. 

The small modulator size of gridded electron guns with 

electrostatic focusing systems offer a little explored 

solution[20]. Nevertheless, in single grid systems the 

proportion of the cathode current that is intercepted by the grid 

can be very high, often in excess of 20-55% [18, 19, 21, 22]. 

The proportionally large current sank into the grid produces 

excessive grid heating resulting in exacerbated 

electro-migration within the grid which contributes towards 

unwanted grid deformation, which reduces operational 

longevity, and energy losses within the system. Furthermore, 

due to the high electric field beneath the grid such sagging can 

encourage local arc discharge between the cathode and grid 

which further degrades the devices functional life [21, 23]. 

In this paper, to overcome these restrictions, we propose a 

novel dual-gridded CNT electron gun which introduces a 

shadow grid aligned with the control grid within reasonable 

engineering tolerances and attached to the cathode surface that 

shapes the CNT FE from a whole plane into a shadowed array, 

thereby reducing the proportion of electrons intercepted by the 

control grid. In this arrangement, an electron beam system has 

been developed that has a high beam-transparency, uniform 

current density and high-compression-ratio, which collectively 

highlights the potential of such new device architectures in the 

development of emerging CNT cold cathode VERS.  

II. SIMULATION 

The developed dual-gridded CNT cold cathode electron gun 

is depicted in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a cathode base 

(oxygen-free copper), a CNT electron emitter, a stainless-steel 

planar shadow grid, a stainless-steel planar control grid, a 

focusing electrode (oxygen-free copper), an anode (SS304), an 

ITO (Indium-Tin Oxide) conducting glass and an observation 

window. The ITO conducting glass was separated from the 

anode by a ceramic insulation. The CNTs were synthesized 

directly by chemical vapor deposition [16, 24] on the cathode 

substrate surface, as shown in Fig 1(b). The shadow grid was 

attached to the CNT cathode surface. The control grid extracted 

electrons from the CNTs by developing a local electric field of 

up to 4V/µm [18, 25]. The control grid and the shadow grid 
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were aligned with one another using a light microscope. 

The design parameters of the dual-gridded electron gun are 

given in Table I. To simplify fabrication, in addition to 

shortening the processing time, the mesh-holes and wire-line 

widths of the shadow grid were equal to those of the control 

grid. Our simulations indicate that when the wire-line of grid is 

fixed, the mesh-hole dominates the electric field distribution at 

the cathode surface. The electric field distribution is relatively 

flat in this structure which has been reported in our previous 

study [13]. The electric field at the cathode surface reaches a 

maximum when the mesh-hole is 0.6 mm.  

 

 

 
The dual-gridded electron gun has been simulated herein 

using commercially available 3D particle simulation software. 

In our simulations the voltages of cathode and shadow grid, 

control grid, focusing electrode, and anode were set to 0, 4, 4, 

and 22 kV, respectively. The emission current from the CNT 

surface was 500 mA. Analysis of individual electron 

trajectories suggested that no electron was intercepted by the 

grid. Fig. 2(b) depicts the simulated beam spot cross-section at 

the cathode surface and anode output port plane of the electron 

gun. The electron beam cross-section was compressed from the 

cold cathode area of 42.25π mm2 into a beam spot 

approximately 2.25π mm2 under the action of an 

electro-magnetostatic lens. A small-scale permanent magnet 

(maximum magnetic field 0.13 T) was adopted for this, as 

shown in Fig.1(a).  

III. EXPERIMENT 

Experimentally, the CNT cold-cathode dual-gridded electron 

gun was sealed in a ceramic and measured in an 

ultrahigh-vacuum system operated at a base pressure of 

1×10-7Pa. Measurements were performed using 

computer-controlled power supply that generates negative 

voltage pulses with a duration of 100 μs at a repetition 

frequency of 100 Hz. Triode mode experiments were 

performed to investigate the beam transparency and the beam 

focusing. 

Here the maximum negative output voltage of power supply 

was 22 kV. A resistance network was used to provide negative 

high voltage for the cathode, control grid and anode, as shown 

in Fig. 3. As the power supply output voltage Us increased, the 

negative high voltage on the cathode and the shadow grid were 

ramped from 0 to 22 kV. The voltage difference between the 

cathode and the control grid was 0-5 kV, achieved by adjusting 

a tunable resistor, R1. The ITO conducting glass was connected 

to earth through a testing resistor, Rtest. The anode was 

connected to the earth directly. The ITO conducting glass was 

separated from the anode through ceramic insulation. The 

anode output current collected on the ITO conducting glass was 

obtained by testing the voltage on Rtest using an oscilloscope. 

The cathode emission current and the anode output current 

were simultaneous measured using the same specification 

current transformers (CT1 and CT2). The anode output current 

measured by CT2 (CTS-current transformer signal) and Rtest 

(TRS-testing resistor signal) were shown to be nominally 

equivalent to within ± 2% of one another. 

 
Typical anode current, emission current and high-voltage 

profiles are shown in Fig. 4(d). The signal amplitudes of the 

emission current and anode output current were equal and the 

beam transparency was up to ~100%. We exchanged CT1 and 

CT2, and results from the two measurements were identical 

with each other. Fig. 4(a) shows the anode output current 

(emission current) as a function of the cathode surface electric 

field, namely typical I-E characteristics of the CNT cold 

 
Fig. 3 Experimental circuit diagram  

TABLE I 
DUAL-GRIDDED ELECTRON GUN DIMENSIONS 

Symbol Quantity Dimension 

rc Cathode substrate radius 6.50 mm 

h1 (h2) Mesh hole of grid 0.60 mm 

w1 (w2) 

t1 (t2) 

Dc-g 

Mesh wire of grid 
Thickness of grid 

Distance between the two grids 

0.1 0 mm 
0.06 mm 

0.40 mm 

Dc-a Distance between cathode and anode 18.0 mm 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of dual-gridded CNT cold cathode electron gun and anode   

block with water circulation system (II), (WO-water output, WI-water input). 
(b) Edge-view SEM of an as-grown dense CNT forest thin film on a stainless 

steel substrate, consisting of CNTs with mean length of 5 μm, as measured 

elsewhere (Scale bar: 1 µm) [13], [21]. (c) A typical optical micrograph of the 
grid (Scale bar: 0.5 mm). (d) Photo of dual-gridded structure with focusing 

electrode (Scale bar: 5 mm).  

 
Fig. 2 (a) Simulated beam trajectories within the dual-gridded, CNT-based 

electron gun. (b) CNT cold cathode emission area and electron beam spot size 

in the anode plane.  
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cathode. The experimental data were obtained after an aging 

process consisting of a 1% duty cycle continuous pulse for 30 

minutes. A fitted emission profile was obtained by applying our 

fitting produce, as reported elsewhere [15, 17] across the 

samples and the generalized Fowler-Nordheim equation[26]: 

J=AE2exp(-B/E), where A and B are 9.5116 × 10-7 A/V2 and 

7.3849× 107 V/m, respectively (R2 = 0.997). In the triode mode 

measurements, a maximum anode output current of 700 mA 

was obtained at an electric field of 8.1kV/mm. 

The resulting electron beam spot image, as circled, is shown 

in Fig. 4(c). The diameter of the nominally circular electron 

beam was ~ 3 mm. The compression ratio of the electron beam 

was ~1/19 and the operating current density was ~10A/cm2, 

which compares favorably to more complex device structures 

[19, 21]. The brightness intensity distribution of the measured 

beam is shown in Fig. 4(b). The brightness uniformity of the 

circle spot of 96.5% was obtained by the formalism in [24], 

indicating that the electron beam was extremely uniform on 

current density according to the luminance signal in the beam 

spot image.  

The emission stability and lifetime of the CNT cold cathode 

in this new dual-grid structure was measured using an anode 

block equipped with a water circulation system. In Fig. 1 (a), 

the anode block with water circulation system (II) replaced the 

original anode channel (I) through a CF35 flange. After 160 

hours of pulse-mode testing (100 μs, 100 Hz), the device 

showed 118.5 mA/3 h, 115.6 mA/23 h, 115.2 mA/18 h, 

114.4mA/16 h, and 112.5 mA/100 h as shown in Fig 4(e). The 

FE current decreased by only 5% throughout this entire 

duration. After the short pulse-mode processing, the device 

operated at long pulse (25 s) with current of 300 mA as shown 

in Fig. 4(h). Fig. 4(f) shows the device operated at DC mode 

with a stable current of 75 mA during the testing time of 1 h.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

A dual-gridded CNT cold cathode electron gun with a large 

anode current has herein been realized, and that has been shown 

capable of providing beam transparencies ~100%. Compared 

with microscale tip Spindt-type structures, the macroscale CNT 

forest cathodes used here are shaped by the shadow grid 

removing the need for complex and time-consuming 

lithographic processing of the CNTs, whilst also providing 

increased spatial uniformity. The proposed dual-gridded 

electron gun is simple to fabricate and assemble. The present 

structure demonstrates the feasibility of dual-gridded CNT 

cold-cathode electron guns and highlights their potential 

deployment in millimeter-wave VERS. 

 
Fig. 4 (a) Typical experimental current (I)-electric field (E) characteristics of the dual-gridded CNT cold-cathode, inset: analysis of measurement error. (b) 

Brightness distribution along the circle spot. (c) Photo of electron beam spot collected on the ITO conducting glass (Scale bar: 3 mm). (d) Typical temporal 

switching emission profile of the anode current, emission current and high-voltage signal at 100 μs pulse. (e) Emission stability (100 μs/100 Hz continuous pulse). 
Typical profile of the anode current and high-voltage signal at (f) DC mode, (g) 100 μs pulse and (h) 25 s pulse.  
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